JUNE 11 -- The COVID-19 crisis has caused massive backlogs in pay and the renewal of EPIC passes for the membership.

When responding to management's commending of our CTA's work at Roosevelt Avenue, I made it my priority to raise these issues with Sr. VP for Subways Sally Librera.

Management's position on hazard pay remains the same: they say they support it, but we believe they could do much more to push it forward. T-shirts are nice, but let's see management do more than photo ops.

I was assured by Stations Chief David Santoro that people would get paid on time, and that they will sort out the different pay categories COVID, administrative, etc.) to make sure we have accurate checks. I have been assured of a focus on paying our teams that work OT.

Mets masks: We were promised them, and they will be handed out.

The yellow reflective shirts which I fought for and won are looking good in the field. Let's keep safe and professional.

— Robert Kelley  
Division Chair